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Face Out: The Effect of Book Displays
on Collection Usage
LETICIA CAMACHO, ANDY SPACKMAN, and DAVID CLUFF
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, USA

Business librarians at Brigham Young University’s Harold B. Lee
Library are confronted with considerable and consistent declines in
usage of print books in business and economic disciplines. Inspired
by commercial businesses, where in-store displays are commonly
used to increase sales, business librarians decided to highlight the
library’s business and economics collections by creating book displays. The study revealed that displays produced a substantial increase in circulation. Prior to the displays, featured books had an
average usage of less than four times per year; after these books were
featured in the displays, their usage per year increased by 58%.
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
Brigham Young University (BYU) is located in Provo, Utah and is home to the
Marriott School of Management, which has an enrollment of 4,296 students.
In 2000, the business library was displaced from the business school and
incorporated into the Harold B. Lee Library, BYU’s main campus library. The
print monograph collection consists of 160,658 items. The business collection
also includes 375 serials and approximately 52 business database subscriptions. The library business section consists of two business librarians and
three student assistants. The student assistants are business majors.
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Over the past decade, business librarians at BYU’s Harold B. Lee Library
have been confronted with considerable and consistent declines in usage of
print books in business and economic disciplines. Further exacerbating the
declines, a shortage of shelving space necessitated that these print collections
be moved to compact shelving in 2010. Business librarians were deeply
concerned about this move because some users perceive compact shelving
as an obstacle that might impede the collections’ already low circulation. To
combat further drops in circulation, business librarians decided to highlight
some of the wonderful books in the business and economic collections by
putting select titles on display shelves near the new location. Because the
overall circulation rate for print books in these disciplines was just over
6%, librarians hoped the displays would increase usage and awareness of
the books available. Librarians observed and documented the results of this
action, and this article presents the results of the study.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In the business world, in-store displays are a common practice, and many
studies have demonstrated that such displays lead to increased sales. For example, Chavalier’s 1975 study published in the Journal of Marketing Research
found that “consumers often buy from a display a product which they had
no intention of buying. For the retailer, displays create in-store excitement
and increase the average amount purchased” (p. 426). In 1985, Gagnon and
Osterhaus found a 388% increase in grocery store sales and a 107% increase
in drug store sales as a result of displays, and this increase could not be dismissed as a cannibalization of sales from the regular shelves. More recently,
researchers have affirmed that “the number of shelf facings strongly influences visual attention and, through attention, brand evaluation,” resulting in a
positive correlation between brand sales and shelf space increases (Chandon,
Hutchinson, Bradlow, & Young, 2009, p. 27). Furthermore, effective use of
displays
reduces information search complexity by making assortment assembly
easier; it reduces acquisition efforts, enhancing convenience; it provides
in-store cueing of forgotten needs relating to another category; and it
facilitates variety seeking and new product choice to meet the [customer’s]
goal. (Bezawada, Balachander, Kannan, & Shankar, 2009, pp. 8–9)

Despite their prevalence when dealing with the business world, only
a few studies have documented the impact of book exhibits on circulation
in libraries, and most of these studies were performed in public libraries
during the 1980s (e.g., Goldhor, 1981; Long, 1986). Today, many public
libraries routinely use book exhibits to highlight their books. In contrast,
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many academic libraries either do not use book displays or dedicate only
minimal effort toward their implementation, often only highlighting new
acquisitions or popular fiction. Indeed, the success of any single display
depends largely on the shifting, sometimes seemingly random tastes of the
library users who pass by (see Jacobson, 2012). However, studies generally
find that displays have a positive effect on circulation. In a 1972 study done
at two medium-sized public libraries, Goldhor discovered that books placed
on display circulated significantly more than the same books did when not
on display. Goldhor concluded that “whatever device induces browsing will
increase these patrons’ use of the books in question, [and] whatever impedes
browsing will reduce their use” (1972, p. 37).
In a 1986 study done in public libraries, Baker tested two possible
reasons for why displays increase book circulation:
First, placing books in a prime display location increases their visibility
and accessibility, making them more likely to be noticed and ultimately
chosen, by browsers . . . . Second, displays are thought to help narrow
readers’ choices by guiding them to a small collection of titles, thus
overcoming the effects of information overload. (pp. 238–239)

She found the first reason, visibility, to be a causal factor for increased
circulation. She also found that nonprime display locations had a smaller
impact on circulation than prime locations.
There is one exception to the generally positive results reported in
these studies. Roy, in a 1993 study of small public libraries in Illinois, found
that while displays increased circulation for the featured books, the library’s
overall circulation rate did not change. She concludes, “while displays may
assist patrons in their choices, they do not induce patrons to check out more
materials” (Roy, 1993, p. 76).
Studies about the influence of book displays on circulation in academic
libraries are even less common. Aguilar (1982) performed an experiment
with book displays in the 1981 to 1982 school year at Parkland College, a
2-year community college in Champaign, Illinois. His results indicated that
books that are prominently displayed in academic libraries
will circulate at a significantly higher rate than books kept in their regular shelf positions regardless of their number of previous circulations,
year of publication, number of pages or illustrations, physical condition,
presence or absence of book jackets, type of binding, or their frequency
of listing in various selection tools. (Aguilar, 1982, p. 23)

The study also confirmed that books on display were borrowed specifically
because they were on display and caught the user’s interest, whereas books
in the stacks were borrowed because they were related to coursework. A
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more recent article described the effect of improving the visibility of a book
display at the East Campus Library of James Madison University (Jones,
McCandless, Kiblinger, Giles, & McCabe, 2011) in which the circulation rate
for books on the improved displays exceeded the general circulation rate by
roughly 60%.

BUSINESS BOOK DISPLAYS
Inspired by the use of displays in the business world to encourage sales and
the use of displays in public libraries to increase circulation, the business librarians decided to highlight the library’s business and economics collections
by creating book displays. Those academic libraries that do use displays often
place them near the library’s main entrance in a popular reading area; however, the business librarians questioned whether creating discipline-specific
book displays placed near the shelving for relevant subject areas would increase usage of those particular collections more than if they were placed
at the library’s main entrance (see Figure 1). Their hope was not only to
improve access for users by offering a manageable selection for browsing
but also to capture the attention of faculty and students, to entice them to
leave with more books than they had planned, and to encourage them to
return again to the library’s business section for more books.

FIGURE 1 Business book displays at Brigham Young University (color figure available online).
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METHOD
Four displays were initially developed with about 10 books each, grouped
by the subjects of accounting, economics, finance, and general business.
The books selected were mostly nontechnical in nature and were chosen
from existing recommended reading lists produced by business faculty and
from recommendations by business librarians and student research assistants.
These books were pulled from the regular shelves and replaced with wood
blocks (see Figure 2), which indicated to employees and users that the book
was available on the display shelves.
Visual interest is an important component of an effective display, and
book covers are often an effective way to catch the browser’s eye. Unfortunately, dust jackets are not often retained in the business and economics
collections. Therefore, the business librarians attempted to duplicate the visual effects of dust jackets by printing and laminating images of the book
covers and by creating placards that also served as placeholders on the
display shelves when items were checked out (see Figure 3).
Implementation proceeded smoothly. We purchased display shelves and
while waiting for them to arrive developed a spreadsheet to collect usage
statistics for the first 40 books, obtaining the raw data from reports generated
by the integrated library system. We also began considering additional titles
to add to the display. Other preparatory activities included the relabeling
of wood blocks already owned by the library, the creation of a webpage
promoting the display books, and the acquisition of electronic copies of

FIGURE 2 Book block sample (color figure available online).
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FIGURE 3 Placard sample (color figure available online).

display books as an alternative to the print versions. We also printed and
laminated cover images to use as placards on the display shelves.
These preparations and the initial set-up once the shelves arrived occupied only about 12 hours of time. Maintenance proved more time-consuming
than expected through the first few months, largely because circulation was
high, leaving the display shelves looking bare. In retrospect, a greater number of additional titles should have been selected and prepared, so they
could have been placed on display as vacancies occurred. Alternatively,
more copies of the original titles could have filled this gap, although we preferred to promote a variety of titles. Currently, maintenance requires only one
or 2 hours per week, not including basic circulation and shelving activities
that would be required regardless of whether a book was on display.
The measurement period was just over 10 months in length, from
the beginning of February 2011 through the beginning of December 2011. The recommended reading lists were also promoted online
(http://guides.lib.byu.edu/businessbooks). A subject page was created for
the exhibit containing the recommended lists for all subjects (see Figure 4).
The specific subject list was also added to the corresponding library subject
guide, under the tab Recommended Reading (see Figure 5). When available,
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FIGURE 4 Exhibit online presence—subject guide displaying all recommended books (color
figure available online).
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FIGURE 5 Online subject guide displaying recommended books (color figure available online).

e-book versions of the recommended books were purchased and linked
from the recommended reading lists.
Business librarians used a spreadsheet application to track the changes
in circulation during the period of the experiment. To measure each book’s
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predisplay popularity, they looked at the total number of checkouts it had
accumulated since its acquisition by the library. Librarians then divided this
number by the number of months since the library had acquired the book
to find the average number of checkouts per month before the book was
put on display. The estimated number of checkouts per month prior to
display provided a baseline of each book’s popularity. At the conclusion of
the measurement period, the business librarians found the average monthly
number of checkouts for the 10 months the books were displayed and
compared this number to the predisplay usage.

RESULTS
The comparison reveals that displays produced a substantial increase in
circulation. Before the display, the featured books averaged fewer than four
checkouts per year, but after these books were featured in the displays, this
rate increased to nearly six checkouts per year, an increase of 58.2% overall.
These results can be seen in Table 1.
Rather than bringing about a similar change in circulation across all
business topics, general business and finance books experienced a larger
percentage increase for checkouts than accounting and economics books
did (increases of 100% and 83%, as compared to 55% and 33%, respectively).
It is tempting to suggest that differences in the content level of displayed
books could account for this variation. However, though books selected
in general business were among the most accessible in terms of readability to the average user, many of the books selected for finance were more
technical and were written on a level similar to the books within the disciplines of accounting and economics. This indicates that being selected for
display can increase the circulation for popular titles and for specialized
titles.
The increases brought about by the book display were most dramatic for
the books with lower popularity historically. Of the books chosen, 21 were
used fewer than 3 times per year before being put on display, and their
average checkout rate had fallen below once per year. After their display,
TABLE 1 Percentage Increase in Use From Display
Checkouts per Month

Accounting
Economics
Finance
General business
Total

Predisplay

Postdisplay

% Increase

0.20
0.53
0.22
0.25
0.30

0.30
0.70
0.41
0.51
0.47

55.1
32.7
83.1
100.4
58.2
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these books were used 323.4% more frequently, whereas historically popular
books experienced only an 18% increase in usage (see Table 2).
One reason for the dramatic increase in the use of less popular books
relative to the use of popular ones may be the limited availability of the
latter. Because these popular titles already had higher checkout rates prior
to the book display, they were available less often, meaning there was less
potential for additional checkouts. If the availability of high-demand business and economics books was increased by acquiring additional copies,
there would be greater possibility for increased usage of these popular titles,
and the overall impact of the book displays might be even more striking.
Nevertheless, it is clear that less popular titles can benefit greatly from being put on display, perhaps even to a larger degree than more popular
books.

CONCLUSION
The results of this analysis confirm the findings of studies from previous
decades, demonstrating the continued importance of browsing, serendipitous discovery, and visibility for books in an academic library, even within
subject areas that historically receive less use. Although more rigorous experimentation would cover other disciplines in addition to business and
economics, would include multiple libraries, and would attempt to control
for e-book usage, this study documents the power that floor displays have in
improving library circulation. Additional insights could be gained if the experiment were duplicated, this time increasing the number of display books
available at the same time, similar to what would be found at a commercial
bookstore. Other questions for further investigation could include whether
the expense of retaining dust jackets for these collections could be justified
by the visibility they provide.
As circulation statistics stagnate in many academic libraries, book
collections are sometimes being relegated to dark corners or off-site storage
to make room for more study space, collaborative work areas, and other
popular purposes. In the face of this trend, it becomes even more important
for librarians to use targeted promotional tools like book displays to
encourage browsing of their collections.
TABLE 2 Percentage Increase in Use by Popularitya
Checkouts per Month

High-popularity titles
Low-popularity titles
aPopular

Predisplay

Postdisplay

% Increase

0.56
0.07

0.66
0.31

18.0
323.4

books being those with three or more uses per year before the displays.
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